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ABSTRACT

The Freiburg RNA tools webserver is a well estab-
lished online resource for RNA-focused research. It
provides a unified user interface and comprehen-
sive result visualization for efficient command line
tools. The webserver includes RNA-RNA interaction
prediction (IntaRNA, CopraRNA, metaMIR), sRNA
homology search (GLASSgo), sequence-structure
alignments (LocARNA, MARNA, CARNA, ExpaRNA),
CRISPR repeat classification (CRISPRmap), se-
quence design (antaRNA, INFO-RNA, SECISDesign),
structure aberration evaluation of point mutations
(RaSE), and RNA/protein-family models visualiza-
tion (CMV), and other methods. Open education re-
sources offer interactive visualizations of RNA struc-
ture and RNA-RNA interaction prediction as well
as basic and advanced sequence alignment algo-
rithms. The services are freely available at http:
//rna.informatik.uni-freiburg.de.

INTRODUCTION

RNA biology is an important topic in molecular biological
and biomedical research. RNA function in biological sys-
tems is complex and ranges, e.g. from involvement in dis-
ease processes (1) to more recent innovations in gene-editing
based on CRISPR–Cas (2,3). A wide range of bioinformat-
ics tools have been developed to investigate the molecular
properties of nucleic acids, including their sequences and in-
teractions with other nucleic acids or proteins.

Here, we report an extensive update to the Freiburg
RNA tools webserver (4), a single platform with a col-
lection of tools for RNA analysis including RNA-RNA
interaction prediction, sequence analysis (design, splicing,
and polymorphisms), and CRISPR site classification. Cur-
rently, ∼2500 jobs per month are processed. Besides RNA-
specific tools, the webserver offers interactive algorithm im-
plementations for education and teaching.

In the following, a general overview of the generic web-
server architecture is given followed by a summary of the
featured services and their successful applications.
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METHODS AND SERVICES

General Architecture of the Webserver

The webserver is implemented via Java Server Pages (JSP)
processed by an Apache Tomcat server. Available tools, gen-
eral server parameters as well as static tool details (e.g. help
texts, call parameters, output description) are loaded from
XML-files on server startup for automated generation of
server content. All user requests are processed by a cen-
tral Servlet, which directs the server’s activity and response.
New job requests are checked for input integrity. If this
check is passed, data structures and call details are gener-
ated and the job is queued for processing. Upon comple-
tion, the job results are loaded into a tool-specific container
that is forwarded to the respective JSP result page, where the
data is visualized. Access to specific result files is also pro-
vided by the central Servlet. The input pages are compiled
from predefined JSP blocks, which enables a central main-
tenance of input field architecture and features.

In the following, the integrated services are listed accord-
ing to their grouping and order within the webserver. This
shows the vast extension compared to its initial version (4),
which only featured IntaRNA, ExpaRNA and LocARNA.
The tools’ respective help pages provide detailed informa-
tion about the added features and tool or interface changes.

RNA–RNA interaction prediction

IntaRNA. enables state-of-the-art, general RNA–RNA
interaction prediction as recently benchmarked in (5). Its
model accounts for the accessibility of the potential inter-
action sites combined with the requirement for an inter-
action seed (short consecutive interaction). A heuristic ap-
proach enables runtimes that are suited for genome-wide
screens (6,7). The IntaRNA webserver (4,8) is the most pop-
ular of our offered services. Besides prediction for provided
query/target sequences, it also offers genome-wide screens
for prokaryotic small RNA (sRNA) targets, which was not
available at the initial release in 2010 (4).

CopraRNA. (Comparative prediction algorithm for small
RNA targets) is a conservation-based algorithm for the pre-
diction of prokaryotic sRNA targets (7,9). Its comparative
scheme enables a significant reduction of false positive pre-
dictions, which currently makes it the method of choice for
the characterization of phylogenetically conserved sRNAs
(10). Furthermore, it benefits from post-processing steps
such as functional enrichment and pathway analysis, which
allow to further decrease the false positive rate and aid in
precisely pinpointing the physiological role of the investi-
gated sRNAs. CopraRNA has been successfully applied in
many studies with diverse bacterial species (11–18). An ex-
tended use case is provided in (19) and the Supplementary
Material.

GLASSgo. (GLobal Automatic Small RNA Search go)
finds homologs of sRNAs (20). It combines an iterative
BLASTn (21) search with an auto-adaptive, graph-based
clustering algorithm. The identified homologous sRNAs
(FASTA output) are visualized in an interactive taxonomic

tree. In contrast to related workflows such as the combina-
tion of RNAlien (22) and Infernal (23) or solely BLASTn,
GLASSgo is fully automated, which lowers technical barri-
ers. Furthermore, it is about two orders of magnitude faster
than RNAlien+Infernal. A recent study applied GLASSgo
to exhaustively detect homologs of the sRNA OxyS (24).
Another detailed use case is given in (25), where GLASSgo
plays a key role in the de novo discovery of sRNAs.

metaMIR. metaMIR (26) was developed to integrate data
from the multitude of available miRNA prediction tools.
Each of the algorithms is based on a set of properties
to predict the likelihoods that a specific miRNA targets
the messenger RNAs (mRNA). metaMIR combines these
predictions with a uniquely generated collection of vali-
dated miRNA targeting results (positive and negative ev-
idence of regulation) from genomics, proteomics, and cu-
rated databases. This not only allows scoring of the likeli-
hood of positive targeting (i.e. miRNA downregulation of
a target) but to explicitly predict non-targeting, for example
to refine the list of miRNAs returned to those that target se-
lect genes while not targeting others.

Sequence-structure alignment of RNAs

LocARNA. performs simultaneous alignment and folding
of multiple RNAs––a central task in the comparative anal-
ysis of non-coding RNAs with a priori unknown struc-
tures. For fast and accurate analysis, it implements the
state-of-the-art light-weight alignment algorithm (27) with
ensemble-based sparsification (28), which is recently im-
proved in (29). The server supports the identification of
global as well as local sequence and structure similarities. By
specifying structure and alignment anchor constraints, users
can guide the alignment with prior knowledge. In contrast
to the intial release, the server also integrates LocARNA-
P (30) to target even more accurate multiple alignment and
for assessing local alignment quality due to alignment reli-
ability profiles. A recent comparison with other aligners is
given in (31).

MARNA. MARNA also computes multiple global RNA
alignments (32). In contrast to LocARNA, MARNA relies
on known or non-comparatively predicted RNA structures,
thus requiring known or strongly pronounced structures.
The stronger commitment to fixed structures can be advan-
tageous for specific applications.

CARNA. CARNA complements the alignment tool Lo-
cARNA for advanced RNA alignment tasks involving
pseudoknots or multiple conserved structures (33,34). Un-
like LocARNA, which predicts single non-crossing struc-
tures, CARNA considers similarities due to crossing base
pairs or alternative structures. Moreover, users can specify
structure and anchor constraints or align (possibly pseu-
doknotted) known structures. CARNA’s increased flexibil-
ity over LocARNA is enabled by constraint-based search,
which in turn makes its run times less predictable.

ExpaRNA. ExpaRNA is a tool for very fast comparison
of RNAs by exact local matches (35). Instead of computing
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a full sequence-structure alignment, ExpaRNA efficiently
computes the best arrangement of sequence-structure mo-
tifs common to two RNAs. Moreover, ExpaRNA’s exact
matches can be beneficially used as anchor constraints for a
full sequence-structure alignment by, e.g. LocARNA. This
enables the alignment of very large RNAs that could other-
wise not be aligned in reasonable time. The webserver sup-
ports this approach by providing the local motifs identified
by ExpaRNA as a constraint for subsequent LocARNA
alignment.

CRISPR

CRISPRmap. CRISPRmap is the first automated classi-
fication of CRISPR-repeat conservation in CRISPR–Cas
systems (36,37). It compiles the largest dataset of CRISPR-
repeats to date and performs comprehensive, independent
clustering analyses to determine conserved sequence fam-
ilies, potential structure motifs for endoribonucleases and
evolutionary relationships. This domain-wide map provides
both a quick and detailed insight into CRISPR-repeat
conservation and the diversity of prokaryotic systems and
also allows to reveal yet unexplored regions. Additionally,
CRISPRmap was successfully applied to classify CRISPR-
repeats found in metagenomic data (2,3).

Sequence design

antaRNA. antaRNA (ant-assembled RNA) enables the
design of RNA sequences that will fold into a user-specified
structure and comply with additional sequence and GC-
content constraints (38,39). It employs ant colony foraging-
strategy to optimize the sequence according to either a spe-
cific (nested or pseudoknotted) structure or a more fuzzy
target structure representation. The target structure and the
provided sequence constraints are interactively visualized.
Both the final GC-content as well as the deviations from
the different constraints are provided for each designed se-
quence.

INFO-RNA. INFO-RNA finds sequences that most sta-
bly fold into a target structure (40,41). This is achieved in
a two-step approach by first identifying the sequence that
shows the lowest energy when folded into the target struc-
ture. Subsequently, the sequence is optimized with local
search to ensure that the target structure is the sequence’s
unique stable fold. While being fastest (42), this approach
results in a high-GC bias compared to antaRNA and other
tools (38).

SECISDesign. SECISDesign designs mRNA sequences
that allow for the insertion of selenocystein (43,44). To this
end, the mRNA has to locally fold into a SECIS element.
Given an amino acid sequence and the desired selenocystein
position, SECISDesign applies a constrained local search to
design an mRNA that most likely forms the SECIS element
and thus provides the requested protein.

Splicing

NIPU. NIPU allows to display splicing-regulatory motifs
in mRNA exons and introns, and how likely these regions

are single-stranded, i.e. unstructured (45). To this end, prob-
abilities that motifs are single-stranded are computed and
visualized as bar plots.

Structure aberration of point mutations

RaSE. RaSE (RNA structurAl Stability Estimator) uses
the graph vectorization technique of EDeN (46,47) to com-
pute a score that is indicative of the structural stability
restraints of each single nucleotide in the input RNA se-
quence. The score is computed as the graph similarity be-
tween the original structure and the structure obtained by
mutating individual nucleotides. Out of the three possi-
ble substitutions, the one resulting in the largest structural
change is reported. The server outputs a bar chart of the
scores, a graphical representation of the wild-type MFE
structure annotated with distortion scores, and the most
distorting mutations. Nodes are colored proportionally to
the mutation effect.

Teaching

To support teaching and understanding of RNA-related
algorithms, interactive Javascript-based interfaces of basic
and extended methods are provided (48). These cover ba-
sic structure prediction-related tasks (e.g. optimal struc-
ture prediction, base pair/unpaired probability compu-
tation, MEA folding), RNA-RNA interaction prediction
approaches (hybrid-only, co-folding, accessibility-based),
common sequence alignment algorithms for pairwise (e.g.
Needleman-Wunsch and Gotoh) or multiple alignments
(e.g. Feng-Doolittle and t-coffee) as well as phylogenetic
tree construction methods (e.g. UPGMA and Neighbor-
Joining) with according visualizations. A full list is provided
in the Supplementary Material.

Other integrated webservers

ModPepInt. ModPepInt (Modular Domain Peptide In-
teraction) predicts modular domain-mediated interactions
(49). Three different methods, SH2PepInt, SH3PepInt and
PDZPepInt, identify binding motifs for SH2, SH3 and PDZ
domains, respectively (50–52). Predictions are based on sup-
port vector machines and non-linear models. The latter are
able to capture high-order correlation between amino acids
in the binding motifs. For each tool, several filtering op-
tions are available to increase prediction accuracy. Finally,
a meta-server for non-expert users enables the exploration
of the binding interactions of modular domains by using all
three tools and providing a summary result.

CPSP-tools. CPSP-tools webserver offers simplified lat-
tice protein-related services (53,54), i.e. optimal structure
prediction and sequence design with the hydrophobic-polar
(HP) model (55) as well as fitting of lattice protein models
for real protein structures (56). Both CPSP-tools and Mod-
PepInt are using the generic webserver framework of the
Freiburg RNA tools.

CMV. CMV (57) is a collection of tools for the visual-
ization of Hidden Markov Models (HMMV) and RNA-
family models (CMV). Moreover, CMCompare (58,59) is
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used to visualize comparisons of these models (HMMCV,
CMCV) and to annotate linked regions in the structural
alignments (and the respective consensus secondary struc-
ture) they were constructed from. An extensive example is
provided in the Supplementary Material.

DISCUSSION

The Freiburg RNA tools are an established and widely-used
online resource for RNA-focused research. They provide
services for a wide range of tasks via a unified interface,
which eases both their usage and their maintenance. The
underlying generic framework is also used by other web-
services developed and hosted by our group, providing the
same look-and-feel for all services. Most tools are also avail-
able via BIOCONDA (60) for local or high-throughput us-
age.

Both the generic webserver architecture as well as the
interfaced tools are constantly extended and developed,
which is reflected by the nearly monthly server version up-
dates to enable new features or tool versions. Next planned
steps are e.g. to integrate CRISPRleader (61) and CRISPR
accessory proteins method (62) into CRISPRmap to pro-
vide a full annotation, characterization and classification
of CRISPR–Cas systems. Also, the recently introduced ex-
tensions of LocARNA and ExpaRNA, namely SPARSE
(29) and ExpaRNA-P (63), will be made available. To al-
leviate the cumbersome task of manual sRNA homolog re-
trieval for the comparative sRNA target prediction tool Co-
praRNA, GLASSgo will directly integrate with CopraRNA
in future. Last but not least, we continuously extend the
teaching section as part of our local teaching projects.

SUPPLEMENTARY DATA

Supplementary Data are available at NAR Online.
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